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1. Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic is not just a medical
and epidemiological problem. In fact, its impact concerns
numerous aspects of human life (such as social and the
political-economic dimension). This review aims at high-
lighting some crucial and neglected aspects of the pandemic
in order to include them into a more general framework for
the understanding of the phenomenon. Accordingly, it is
structured as follows. First, after e brief recap of COVID-19
onset, it is argued the so-called proximate causes of the pan-
demic, i.e., the mechanisms by which viruses infect their
hosts and the patterns of spread of the resulting patholo-
gies, are not enough for amore adequate understanding of it.
Second, it is shown how possible solutions to the risk of an
upcoming pandemic involve studying the ultimate causes
of this phenomenon. This means understanding not only
how COVID-19 has become a global issue but also why
it was possible for this to happen. Next, it is argued that
is urgent to go to the root of the possible conditions: thus
looking at the ecological dimension of diseases, the role of
microorganisms in evolution, up to rethinking the organiza-

tion of health systems. Third, to keep these very different
perspectives together entails the study of COVID-19 from
the point of view of the relationships between biological
entities in a purely systemic dimension. Fourth, special at-
tention is given to the symbiotic perspective offered by the
study of the microbiota. It is argued how this perspective on
microbiota provides an innovative interpretative lens with
which to analyze various aspects (from the immunological
to the ecosystemic one) of the pandemic. In conclusion, it is
claimed that this field of study could perhaps offer not only
elements that will be useful to make the treatment and con-
tainment strategies of the pandemic effective in its mech-
anisms, but also may suggest innovative elements for the
solutions about the deep reasons that have made COVID-
19 a global issue.

2. Introduction

The pandemic known as COVID-19 is certainly
and primarily a global public health problem. However, its
impact and consequences (from ecological factors to eco-
nomic and sociopolitical aspects) go beyond that. Accord-
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ingly, understanding the pandemic would require different
approaches, also from different disciplines other than clin-
ical sciences. Indeed, by considering the numerous aspects
of the phenomenon, it should not surprise how it could be
differently addressed from the perspective of diverse (yet
close) disciplines. As a matter of fact, epidemiology, virol-
ogy and microbiology are certainly central. Therefore, the
initial response to the pandemics (in the absence of tailored
therapies) has been focused on the use of treatments devel-
oped for other conditions but which could still generate an
immune response (the first attempts at plasmapheresis are
also associated with this idea). For understandable reasons,
the next effort, in constructing an effective response to the
pandemic problem, focused on vaccine development [1].

Vaccines, in dealing with this issue, constitute an
engaging case for, at least, two reasons. On the one hand,
they have been (and still are) the subject of a fierce debate,
involving the public, causing an ethical-political clash often
resulting in a phenomenon known as “vaccine hesitancy”
[2, 3]. On the other hand, the urgency to develop a vaccine
for SARS-CoV-2 has also changed the nature of doing re-
search (the often-called problem of “fast-science”) in ways
that involved field experts on issues of a purely method-
ological nature [4].

However, by borrowing a famous distinction elab-
orated by Ernst Mayr, if vaccines are definitely a response
to the proximate causes of the ongoing pandemic, they do
not address its ultimate causes [5].

By proximate cause, we mean both the under-
standing of the development of the pandemic (through epi-
demiological models) and the biological mechanism that
makes coronavirus infection possible (through molecular
research). Unravelling these aspects remains crucial and
necessary since it answers a “how” question. This means
understanding how a certain phenomenon is developed (in
this case the epidemic/pandemic).

On the other hand, these types of answers say noth-
ing about the “why” question. In detail, the comprehen-
sion of the dynamics of the phenomenon leaves a ques-
tion open, concerning why such a phenomenon (the epi-
demic/pandemic) actually takes place (implying its evolu-
tionary and ecological roots). Investigating the reason for
the pandemic, therefore, means understanding its ultimate
causes.

According to this, ecology also entered with pre-
ponderance among the scientific sources to solve the prob-
lem. It is no mystery that the violence and the novelty
of new pathogens are also the results of neglect and ig-
norance of the delicate relationships between living beings
and the environment [6–10]. In other words, the ecological
perspective offers a plausible explanation concerning why
COVID-19 pandemics actually took place.

A link between these apparently distant areas of
scientific investigation could be the microbiota. In fact,
human-associated microbiota, especially gut microbiota, is

now recognized as a key component of immunity (in terms
of maturation, training, and functioning of the immune sys-
tem) [11–13]. In addition to that, microbiota’s activities
depend also on its composition and ecological interaction
with the host, thus suggesting that ecological investigations
on micro-organismic functioning will soon be a central is-
sue in immunology itself [7, 14–16]. Moreover, microbiota
activities and biodiversity also depend on external factors,
such as diet and lifestyle, which inevitably link it to environ-
mental and socio-economic factors [17]. Because of that,
the COVID-19 pandemic is not just a medical or epidemi-
ological problem, but also a multi-level issue that requires
a multidisciplinary approach in order to be solved [17].

If thesemultidisciplinarymeasures, born out of the
emergency, will be successful, it is not too daring to think
that they can contribute to redefining key concepts such as
those of health, disease, and lastly immune response.

3. A wider, different look

To fully understand the ecological dimension of
the pandemic, it is essential to remember that SARS-CoV-2
is a zoonosis or any infection that can be transmitted from
other metazoans to humans. This transmission can occur
directly (meaning that the infected species can openly pass
the pathogen to humans) or indirectly (through other vector
organisms). The phenomenon known as spillover occurs
when a population of a given species, which presents spe-
cific pathogens, encounters a new host population of a dif-
ferent species, and part of this potential pathogen adapts to
the new species causing a new disease. Spillover is a com-
mon occurrence; in fact, over two-thirds of human viruses
display this kind of origin [6, 7, 9, 18, 19].

For example, known diseases that have marked
the history and development of the human species (such as
smallpox, bubonic plague, and cholera) are of animal origin
Fig. 1. Even the HIV virus, responsible for AIDS, is actu-
ally of zoonotic origin as it derives from non-human pri-
mates. During the spillover, the original virus can undergo
modifications due to various evolutionary factors (such as
different selective pressure) and the new context. This often
causes the new virus to differ from the original one, generat-
ing a new disease that becomes proper to the new organism
[6, 7, 9, 18, 19].

This phenomenon should not surprise us and in-
deed reminds us not only that all living forms are connected
to each other as descendants from a single common ances-
tor.

Furthermore, according to a line of studies that
dates back to Lynn Margulis [20, 21] and to research on
symbiosis, it has clearly emerged that the boundaries be-
tween species are muchmore porous than imagined and that
the possible interactions often involve contaminations, in-
cluding also genetic ones [21, 22].
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Fig. 1. Theorized animal origin of human coronaviruses. Bats are considered natural hosts while palm civet, camel and probably pangolin are
intermediate hosts of different coronaviruses (CoVs). Human represents the final host.

Indeed, recent findings in molecular phylogenet-
ics (the study of the evolutionary development of a species
or a group of organisms or a particular characteristic of an
organism) have revealed several novelties about our un-
derstanding of the relationship between the organisms that
make up life on earth [15, 16, 22].

The phenomenon of horizontal gene transfer
(HGT), which was initially thought to be isolated and cir-
cumscribed to bacteria and other microorganisms, is actu-
ally very widespread, concerning also animals and plants
[23–26]. This has overturned the traditional view that in-
heritance only follows a vertical direction (from parents to
offspring). Thus, this conception has shaped the way of
understanding biological information and also the idea that
this updated view on information, was a way to reconstruct
the so-called tree of life. Evolution turned out to be more
complex than previously thought. The famous metaphor
of the tree is perhaps no longer so suitable to represent the
life image, according to what the most recent data show.
Evolutionary history is much less linear and much more in-
tricate, as the type of biological information contained in
genes is not only stored and reproduced within neatly trace-
able evolutionary trajectories. On the contrary, it can cross
the barriers between species, genera, families, thus violat-
ing the boundaries of biological classification and taxon-
omy [16, 21–23, 25–29].

None of these new discoveries is just empirical.
On the contrary, they also have a profound impact on
our conceptions regarding the types of relations between
species (even challenging them), including the extent of
symbiotic processes and the nature of those phenomena de-
fined as “infections”.

On the one hand, in fact, new perspectives within
symbiotic theory seem to suggest that the privileged orga-
nization units of the living are not macroscopic organisms
(understood as those objects belonging to a specific species)
but rather the ecological and biomolecular interaction net-
works that make up “functional assemblages” called “holo-
bionts” [14, 27, 29]. This also explains how the genomes of
organisms should also be considered in their interactive and
relational stance, defined as “hologenome”. An explicative
holobiont example is that constituted by the human species
and its associatedmicroorganisms (i.e., the so-calledmicro-
biota).

The scope of these interactions is extremely pro-
found. It can concern both aspects that govern the devel-
opment of the so-called host (with consequences on the
phenotype, including behavioral) and its regulatory frame-
work (such as homeostatic processes). In this viewpoint,
it is particularly crucial to mention the co-evolution of the
immune system in relation to associated microorganisms.
Moreover, other studies suggest that phylogenetics itself
should be updated through the so-called “phylosymbiotic”
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perspective. In fact, phylosymbiosis is a new field of inves-
tigation that seeks to reconstruct the phylogeny of the host
in relation to that of its associated microorganisms [16].

This relationship type is to be understood as, at
least, bidirectional. On the one hand, the microbiota com-
position and its activities are associated with the develop-
ment, maturation, and functionality of the immune system.
On the other hand, the dynamics of the immune dimension
are characterized starting from the relationship with the mi-
crobiota [11, 12, 30].

In this sense, the immune system must therefore
be understood not only in its original meaning as a structure
devoted to the host defense but also and above all as a global
information arrangement of the organism, involved in the
regulation of numerous systemic functions [31].

Moreover, even the genomes of each individual
human being are no longer “pure”, nor should they be in-
tended in isolation but in turn, reveal an evolutionary story
of interactions and contaminations. Not only has the hu-
man genome evolved in relation to its symbiotic microor-
ganisms (and vice versa), but important portions of the hu-
man genome aremade up of viral vestiges. From exogenous
elements, these components have become integral parts of
the genome, modifying its functionality and expressive pos-
sibilities [14, 15, 21, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29, 32, 33].

It is clear that all these developments, which
lead to reconsidering the very nature of infections and
the relationships between host, symbiotic organisms, and
pathogens, pose challenges to the standard interpretation of
the pandemic and its solutions.

4. SARS-CoV-2 and the other causes of
COVID-19 pandemic

According to this perspective the new coronavirus
known as SARS-CoV-2 is definitely responsible for the cur-
rent COVID-19 pandemic, but it is not the only causal fac-
tor.

Coronaviruses constitute a sub-family of RNA-
viruses that may generate respiratory tract pathologies at
least in mammals and birds [1, 18]. These viruses take
advantage of a surface glycoprotein called “spike” which
acts as a key for particular cell receptors (Angiotensin-
Converting Enzyme II or ACE2), thus invading cells and
being replicated via the host’s ribosome machinery [1, 7,
18].

At the present state of knowledge, the transmis-
sion of the virus occurs mainly through respiratory droplets,
which can be generated by coughing and sneezing but also
by the activity of speaking or simply breathing if you are
indoors without adequate air circulation [1, 18].

It is still unclear whether the spillover was direct
(between humans and some species of bats) or if there is
(as some suggest) an intermediate species [18]. This shows
that the virus alone is not the cause of the pandemic but

one cause. In order for the infection to become a global
problem, and therefore not only medical/epidemiological
but also socio-economic and political, it is necessary that
there are other conditions and other determining causal fac-
tors.

In addition, in this case, the ecological dimension
is central. On the one hand, the progressive destruction of
the habitat of particular species of bats constitutes the pri-
mary access to the new infection. On the other hand, the
presence of mixed markets (such as that of Wuhan) where
wild meat is traded in urban areas, represents a further
destabilization (because ecological barriers are reduced)
and at the same time the creation of optimal conditions for
the spread of a virus [7, 17].

In this viewpoint, therefore, if the proximate cause
of the epidemic lies in the circulation of the pathogen and
its mechanism of infection, the ultimate causes are to be
found in the ecological dimension. This can mean at least
two different (albeit related) lines of research.

On the one hand, in fact, studies in the field of
ecology seem to suggest that the progressive alteration of
global ecosystems constitutes a risk factor for the develop-
ment of epidemics and pandemics. The reason is that while
modifying ecosystems may eventually cause the extinction
of certain species, while other species, particularly flexible
(such as rodents and bats), can more easily become natu-
ral reservoirs of potential pathogens that are more likely to
pass on to the human species [7, 9]. Therefore, the preser-
vation of biodiversity and greater attention to these dynam-
ics (e.g., policies to limit deforestation) are long-term mea-
sures that, acting on ultimate causal factors, could have a
strong impact on future pandemics, greatly reducing their
risk [9, 17]. So, we also involve the adoption of different ap-
proaches (corresponding to diverse lines of research) within
the ecology itself. On the one hand, in fact, ecology is in-
tertwined with epidemiology as regards population studies
on the transmission of diseases and the environmental con-
ditions (including biotic and abiotic factors) that influence
these mechanisms. In addition, this process has an impact
on the modeling of global phenomena such as a pandemic.

In conclusion, ecology is also a precious and in-
dispensable source of studies concerning patho-symbiotic
interactions, also placing them in different biogeographic
contexts. To this must be linked those experimental ecology
studies that analyze the spread and development of patholo-
gies in relation to biodiversity [34].

The other branch of the ecological dimension is
represented by the need to pay attention to biodiversity.
In particular, symbiotic functional units (such as the holo-
biont) need, for the purposes of general health, a balance of
specific determinants of environmental biodiversity (both
internal and external). For example, human urbanization
had a significant impact onmicrobial diversity, basically re-
ducing it and eliminating numerous opportunities for inter-
action with exchanges from other environmental contexts.
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Indeed, a highly urbanized life in countries with a high rate
of industrial development is associated with some specific
lifestyles (e.g., sedentary), exposure to different environ-
mental pollutants, but also better health conditions (public
hygiene, antibiotics, vaccination). As a matter of fact, all
of these elements have the potential to increase risk fac-
tors for infectious diseases such as COVID-19 [35]. How-
ever, here we mean “internal” biodiversity, that of the mi-
crobiota. Obviously, the microbiota composition also de-
pends on external factors such as diet and lifestyles, as well
as on the context conditions in which the host lives. How-
ever, the ecological perspective of interest here concerns the
specific systemic dimension of the microbiota in relation to
pathogens and the immune system.

Thus, future treatments for viral infections and
the pandemic could benefit from a greater understanding
of how the microbiota interacts with these two elements.
In addition, a rather recent field of studies regarding this
perspective, sees the range of different approaches: from
microbial diversity to exposomics (i.e., the analysis of the
totality of agents to which the organism is exposed), up
to ecology restoration. In this view, some researchers
have proposed the possibility of developing microbiome-
inspired green infrastructure (MIGI). These achievements
involve the dynamic restructuring of the living environment
taking into account both macro-biodiversity (external) and
micro-biodiversity (internal) [7, 10, 36–43].

5. Viruses and pandemics from an ecological
standpoint

Viruses are everywhere and interact with every
known life form. Their nature, however, is debated. Some
argue that they should be conceived as “living beings”while
others reject this hypothesis [44]. The question is almost
more philosophical than scientific. However, it is ascer-
tained that viruses play a fundamental role in the dynamics
concerning the genesis and development of all living forms
[18, 44]. There are still many difficulties regarding the tax-
onomy and classification of viruses, their phylogeny, but
given their pervasiveness, there are also those who have
hypothesized that they are one of the determining factors
of the evolutionary process [16, 44].

As previously reported, epidemics and pandemics
are therefore not new in the history of the human species.
Infectious diseases have not only contributed to determin-
ing the development of the human species (operating as a
selective filter) but have also conditioned its fate by virtue
of the fact that they offer a perspective on the human inter-
action with other living forms [16, 22, 44].

Precisely for this reason, it is crucial to note how
the globalization phenomena and the massive modification
of ecosystems by the human species are two essential fac-
tors for understanding the pandemic known as COVID-19.
In this sense, several aspects must be better specified.

In the first place, the social and technological
modality with which the human species has configured it-
self in the last century constitutes a particularly suitable
framework for the spread of pandemics. Contemporary hu-
man societies are made up of millions (sometimes billions)
of individuals who are concentrated above all in certain ar-
eas where they live in close contact according to dynamics
that provide for strong social and physical interaction.

Second, as previously reported, the impact of hu-
man activities on global ecosystems has been increasingly
profound and very oftenwith disruptive and destructive out-
comes. This not only changed the existence and behavior
of other animal and plant species but also affected microor-
ganism ones, thus generating new possibilities for contact
and interaction with several potential pathogens.

It is, therefore, no mystery that the interactions be-
tween infectious agents, their hosts, and the environment
show how the cause of pandemics cannot be reduced ex-
clusively to a medical and epidemiological problem. While
it is certainly true that the presence of pathogens, and their
characteristics, is a necessary condition to be able to talk
about epidemics/pandemics, it is not sufficient. The charac-
teristics of the species involved, that is the infection object,
are equally crucial, as is the environmental context. This
context does not only concern the so-called “natural” envi-
ronment (defined in such a simplified manner) but also the
general context conditions in which all organisms live. Fur-
thermore, the environment is not simply a container for the
species, but a set of biotic and abiotic factors that influence
the development of the species and are in turn modified by
it, in a sort of dialectical relationship [10]. In this perspec-
tive, it is important to remember how several studies have
highlighted the high impact of COVID-19 on both human
and animal health and behavior. First of all, this is true not
only because of the infection itself but also by measuring
the consequences on humans of the measures designed to
combat the pandemic. These measures not only had an ef-
fect on the mental health and social well-being of human
beings but also had a cascading impact on all human activ-
ities. As a result, mediated effects have also been recorded
on other species and environments. These can be both posi-
tive (such as greater attention to biodiversity protection and
the imposition of restrictions on the consumption of wild
species) and negative (such as the production of waste re-
sulting from the implementation of health regulations to
stop the virus spread) [45]. Furthermore, other research
has shown how lockdown measures and the slowdown of
certain economic activities have had a positive impact, in
some respects, on environmental sustainability. Given that
this situation is destined to change, with a view to a return to
so-called “normal” conditions, it is appropriate to evaluate
not only how to draw inspiration from the (economic and
ecological) constraints imposed by the pandemic but also
how viruses react and are shaped by such countermeasures
[46].
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This ecological dimension is crucial when the
genetic-molecular characteristics of infectious agents, such
as viruses, are explored.

For example, viruses (especially RNA viruses)
show great plasticity and genomic instability that leads
them to be able to change with extreme speed through re-
peated mutations. This allows viruses to be particularly ca-
pable of adapting to new conditions, responding to changes
(even drastic changes in context), or successfully modify-
ing some mechanisms of the infection itself [19, 44].

This can result in changes in the infectious capac-
ity, the selectivity towards certain species (as the human
one), or the different danger towards particular categories
of individuals (e.g., the elderly ones) [18, 19].

Obviously, the characteristics of the infected
species are also fundamental. This involves understand-
ing which receptors might guarantee or favor infection, on
which cells these receptors are most expressed, and what
consequences this may have for the organism. It is clear
that the greater or lesser susceptibility of some cell types
and of specific tissues, which are of systemic importance,
has a crucial impact on the disease genesis and development
for the whole organism. Additionally, there may be human
genetic variants that may or may not favor viral infection
[7, 18, 19]. Finally, the behavior of the species, as already
mentioned, constitutes another crucial factor. In fact, con-
temporary human societies, especially those of highly in-
dustrialized countries, determine some ideal conditions for
a virus that spreads by air, through saliva particles [9, 17].

6. Infections and microbiota

The role of microbiota in the host’s health status
has been proven to be crucial. In this perspective, that
means not only that microbiota is directly involved in the
functionality of the immune system as such [11–13, 30] but
also that it somehow influences pathogens’ activities. In-
deed, microorganisms can shape pathogens’ capability to
onset an infection through the so-called colonization re-
sistance theory (according to which commensal bacteria
can compete with pathogens for specific niche occupation,
thus helping the host against infections). Moreover, it is
now widely recognized that microbiota contributes to im-
mune cells training, differentiation, and specific function-
ality [11, 12, 14, 42, 47].

Furthermore, commensal microorganisms play a
role in secondary lymphoid tissue activity [38]. In addi-
tion, gut inflammation or indiscriminate antibiotics’ use
may generate alterations in microbiota composition, thus
favoring pathogens’ activities. On the contrary, specific
therapeutic interventions which display a distinctive eco-
logical stance, such as fecal microbiota transplantation
(FMT), have shown to be very effective in contrasting
antibiotic-resistant bacteria such as Enterococcus faecium,
gram-negative Enterobacteriaceae and Clostridium diffi-

cile [14, 47]. Moreover, some studies suggest that pro-
biotics, by acting on microbiota (again in an ecological
frame), can enhance the immune response or simply dimin-
ish the chances for pathogens to establish infections [37].

In addition, these features suggest how microbiota
can interact with viruses. Indeed, commensal microorgan-
isms can affect viral infections, either promoting or inhibit-
ing viral activities and functionality, in several ways. In
detail, recent studies show how specific bacterial strains
can influence viral fitness, or how synergistic effects can
be created due to the alteration of prokaryotic metabolism
by viruses, pushing bacteria to change their mode of interac-
tion with the host, switching from commensal to pathogenic
behavior [48]. Indeed, it should be noted that the ability to
infect the host by viral agents also depends on some context
factors (such as the protective characteristics of the epithe-
lial cells or the pH of the environment) which can be greatly
influenced by microbial activity [13, 36, 38–41, 43, 48–50].
Moreover, in this case as well, the bidirectional crosstalk
with the immune system can definitely play a role in shap-
ing the response and the outcome of infections of viral ori-
gin. As a matter of fact, the relationship between viral
agents and microbiota, regarding the potential interaction,
is almost obvious given that the crossing of the epithelial
cells of the mucosa remains an obligatory step.

Indeed, by considering that the human microbiota
does not reside only in the intestine but colonizes various
body areas (especially where there are strong interactions
with the outside, e.g., lungs and respiratory tract, genitals,
and oral cavities) it is almost certain that viral infections
have an impact and are modified by microbial activity (both
indirectly and directly). Studies with germ-free animal
models have offered new clues to these interactions and po-
tential therapeutic interventions [41, 42]. Finally, it should
be remembered that critical clinical conditions and deaths
from COVID-19 are essentially associated with comorbidi-
ties which result, in the majority of cases, in marked (and
often dysfunctional) alterations of the patients’ microbiota.
Notably, these critical clinical situations often require com-
plex therapeutic interventions (and based on drugs’ com-
binations), which can have a severe impact on the gut mi-
crobiota composition and functionality. Disregarding this
dimension could lead to a worsening of clinical conditions
(among other things not foreseen by traditional protocols).
Therefore, including the microbiota in the clinical evalu-
ation, testing the impact of drugs on its composition and
functionality necessarily implies also a greater understand-
ing of the contribution of microorganisms to global health
and therefore requires the development of both integrated
and specific approaches (and which could also act as a trail-
blazer for future forms of therapeutic intervention in gen-
eral) [51].
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7. COVID-19 and microbiota

Although SARS-CoV-2 transmission occurs
mostly through respiratory droplets, growing evidence
seems to suggest a possible, not neglectable interaction
with the microbiota.

As mentioned, the microbiota manipulation can
also take place through interventions of an ecological na-
ture, aimed at shaping the composition and functionality of
the microbiota itself, with effects on the general host health
[14, 32].

In fact, some interactions between the host andmi-
crobiota (a situation sometimes called “eubiosis”) show cer-
tain characteristics that are extremely important in the case
of infectious diseases. For example, diets rich in carbo-
hydrates or high-fat not only can alter, via gut microbiota,
some global biological functions (such as the sleep-wake
cycle) that have homeostatic importance for the host health
but also favor (due to the interaction of commensal mi-
crobes with the immune system) an increased condition of
sustained inflammation that can make the individual more
susceptible to external infections [13, 14]. Recent studies
have clearly shown how the status and composition of the
microbiota play a non-trivial role in shaping the host im-
mune response to COVID-19 infection and in determining
any comorbidities [52].

Conversely, different studies show how the intake
of vegetable proteins and a low-fat diet not only increase
the presence of some bacteria genera, such as Bifidobac-
terium and Lactobacillus, which are associated with gen-
eral well-being of human health, but they also favor these
genera at the expense of potential pathogens such as Bac-
teroides fragilis and Clostridium perfringens [13].

Indeed, other studies have shown that plant fibers
and other prebiotic compounds are associated with better
body function (e.g., better immune response and better di-
gestive activities) also reducing insulin resistance or de-
creasing the general level of given cytokines. These out-
comes are crucially associated with some metabolic activ-
ities of the commensal bacteria (such as the production of
short-chain fatty acids or SCFAs) which seem to influence
not only the local immunity, i.e., of the intestinal tract, but
also the global one and, more interesting for the COVID-19
pandemic, the respiratory tract [7, 13, 38].

In addition to this, it is also worth remembering
the importance of the lung microbiota. Having received
less attention than the intestinal one, the lung microbiota is
not yet well characterized (both because the routes of entry
and direct colonization are still poorly studied and because
there are cases of bacterial translocation from the colon to
the lungs). Nevertheless, a very recent review has high-
lighted how a deeper knowledge of the differences in the
composition of the lung microbiota can be crucial to un-
ravel determining factors for the onset of acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) linked to COVID-19 infection

[53]. Moreover, some genera (such as Prevotella and Veil-
lonella) are correlated with different respiratory diseases (it
is still not clear to what extent positively or negatively). Re-
cent studies have shown how specific metabolic products
of lung bacteria can have a synergistic effect on the infec-
tion severity [54]. Even in this case, although a mechanistic
understanding of the phenomenon is still lacking, coloniza-
tion resistance theory provides some clues as to how cer-
tain bacterial populations can offer an additional deterrent
to pathogen infections [38, 53, 55].

Summing up, we can claim that, generally speak-
ing, greater biodiversity of themicrobiota can crucially con-
tribute to the general well-being of the individual and to his
health status, thus making him more capable of resisting in-
fections by exogenous pathogens.

Another interesting aspect of the potential inter-
sections of microbiota research with the ongoing pandemic
concerns the comorbidities between COVID-19 and other
conditions.

In fact, recent studies have shown that, during
the coronavirus infection phase, there is a high incidence
(around 40% of patients) of intestinal disorders such as
vomiting or diarrhea [53, 55]. In addition, and consider-
ing a more ecological point of view, it should be remem-
bered that numerous detection studies of the SARS-CoV-2
virus on surfaces in hospital environments (or in any case
related to the context in which the patient is) can be crossed
with the presence of specific bacterial presence. In particu-
lar, some recent data have documented how bacterial com-
munity profiles allowed a more efficient accuracy for the
prediction of SARS-CoV-2 presence [56]. These gut dis-
ruptions also increase the possibility that patients will have
to undergo more stringent measures and treatments, such as
intensive care, with a formidable impact on the resilience
of health systems. Obviously, this does not mean that these
symptoms are a direct consequence of the viral infection
but they could occur as side effects or could be promoted
by specific comorbidities [38, 41, 55]. Some recent obser-
vational studies have also shown how COVID-19 patients
present a decrease in microbial diversity and an increase of
some bacterial genera (favoring those which produce less
SCFAs) compared to healthy control groups [36, 41, 55].
Furthermore, very recent results suggested that the complex
relationship between diet, microbiota activity, and infection
may constitute a neglected aspect of the infectious capacity
and the host response to SARS-CoV-2 infection. Given the
danger of decreasing microbial biodiversity in COVID-19
patients, mainly through antibiotics, a more detailed under-
standing of the bacterial strains involved in these processes
could lead to the development of more targeted strategies,
perhaps thanks to the use of nanotechnologies (both for de-
livery of specific nutrients in the gut and to selectively affect
only relevant strains) [57].
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Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that the infec-
tion can also be transmitted via the fecal-oral route. In fact,
more than half of infected patients show the presence of the
virus in the feces and asymptomatic patients also showed
the virus presence with a charge capable of causing infec-
tion [41, 55]. Interestingly, the receptor (ACE2) to which
the virus binds, present in the epithelial cells of the lungs, is
expressed by many other cell types, including those of the
intestinal epithelium. In this scenario, it has been shown
how angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor is
associated with intestinal immune response and, even more
strikingly, with gut microbial ecology, affecting both its
composition and functionality [18, 41, 55]. The potential
crosstalk between microbiota activities and ACE2 expres-
sion and regulation, in associationwith specific unfavorable
outcomes in COVID-19 patients, suggests that this system
could become a novel target for potential and promising
therapeutic strategies [36, 41, 50, 55].

Another aspect concerns the comorbidities that
present an altered picture also from the point of microbiota
view. First of all, obesity (also due to the difficulties that
this condition entails for the cardio-respiratory system) is
usually associated with a higher and more constant inflam-
matory response. Moreover, it has been noticed that the
adipocytes of obese patients show an overexpression of the
ACE2 receptor [38, 55]. Type II diabetes and hyperten-
sion are also conditions associated with global alterations
of the immune response and more recently with dysbiosis
and other forms of microbiota modifications [38, 49].

The other very important data concerns the mi-
crobiota variation with aging. It is known that the micro-
biota variability decreases in elderly subjects and that the
composition of the microbial ecosystem changes with age.
This variation is most often associated with a decrease in
some systemic functions (including an increase in inflam-
matory markers). Given that the vast majority of deaths
from COVID-19 concern the elderly population, it cannot,
therefore, be excluded that a reduced functionality of mi-
crobiota may contribute as an aggravating prognostic fac-
tor to the outcome of the infection. For this reason, forms
of therapeutic and, above all, preventive measures and inte-
gration towards elderly patients, in the future could concern
nutrition and therefore the microbiota shaping [18, 38].

Interestingly, recent studies have shown how the
microbiota can modulate the function of the immune sys-
tem in relation to vaccination. Clinical and preclinical stud-
ies have shown how the microbiota composition has an im-
pact on the immune response [39, 40, 58, 59]. In fact, start-
ing from in vivo studies on animal models (both germ-free
and antibiotic-treated specimens) it was found that the anti-
body responses to the influenza vaccine were altered, thus
suggesting that the presence of commensal microorganisms
may also have a function in determining the vaccine effi-
cacy [39, 58]. In humans, a positive correlation has been
found between the presence of the phylum Actinobacteria

and the response to some vaccinations such as hepatitis B
and poliomyelitis, while the Enterobacteriaceae family ap-
pears to be negatively correlated [38].

Unfortunately, a detailed and complete mechanis-
tic understanding of how the microbiota interacts with the
immune response has not been achieved yet and a direct
link between commensal functionality and vaccine efficacy
cannot be established. However, in recent times, different
studies show how eubiosis (i.e., the situation in which the
microbiota and its metabolic activity positively contribute
to the host functionality) is definitely related to a higher
variety of disposable pathways, regulating the immune re-
sponse [13, 38].

Also, from this point of view, the ecological di-
mension (so far neglected) seems to show its importance. In
fact, both the immune response and the pathogen efficacy,
as well as the diversity and richness of the microbiota also
depend, alongside internal factors (such as genetic ones),
on environmental factors. Elements such as type of diet,
climate, geography, lifestyles, cultural habits, and proce-
dures can influence both the severity of the infection and
the success of a therapeutic intervention. So far, wastew-
ater surveillance has been proposed as a powerful tool for
monitoring factors related to human health such as infec-
tious diseases, in particular, to find out the efficacy of pub-
lic health interventions. In light of this since the beginning
of the pandemic, surveillance of wastewater samples has
been regarded as a possible and promising approach tomon-
itor the SARS-CoV-2 circulation [60, 61]. Understanding
these factors better and trying to assess their weight con-
stitutes a challenge that cannot be postponed with a view
to a future fight against pandemics. In fact, a body of ev-
idence is growing concerning unsatisfactory responses to
vaccines in so-called “developing” countries. This scenario
suggests how medicine is urgently called upon to incorpo-
rate, in its clinical frame; elements once considered external
but which increasingly show to be crucial determinants for
health [14, 17].

Last but not least, the troubles in having a com-
plete and clear picture of this situation clearly show the dif-
ficulties of reducing the understanding of certain phenom-
ena to a mainly mechanistic description and instead reiter-
ate the need for an ecological perspective that goes beyond
current practices of biomedical research. This means also to
recognize that, in considering the connections between mi-
crobiota and coronavirus, we are not only facing with single
interactions but rather with a complex network that includes
different actors, such as the host and associatedmicroorgan-
isms (i.e., the “holobiont”), pathogens (including viruses)
and the various contextual conditions. Only if we import
models and methodologies to deal with this type of sce-
nario, the providing of an explanatory framework (which
allows the experimental manipulability of these phenomena
and therefore on the possible therapeutic solutions) will be
eventually possible [8, 10, 14] (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Representative picture of the impact of eubiosis vs. dysbiosis on the outcome of COVID-19 patients. The elaborate crosstalk between the
gut-lung axis could be crucial in influencing the susceptibility of airways to SARS-CoV-2 infection and subsequent clinical outcome as a result of the
inter-individual differences in composition and function of microbiota.

8. Ecological perspective in medicine and
future directions

Understandably, considering emergency and ur-
gency, the first forms of fighting the virus and the pan-
demics were physical distancing and sanitation protocols.

However, a recent perspective proposes a critical
analysis of the very concept of “hygiene” in the context of
modern health systems [7, 17]. Indeed, if it is true that the
development of public health (especially in Western coun-
tries) and the very promotion of the concept of “hygiene”
have eradicated many infectious diseases and considerably
increased people’s life expectancy, it is equally true that this
model, typical of a progressively urbanized society, consti-
tuted of increasingly mediated interactions, has also pro-
duced a significant decrease in the “beneficial” microbial
populations and also in the biodiversity of the human mi-
crobiota [7, 17].

This theoretical framework proposes that the
changes, over time, which various human populations have
undergone, have determined a consistent loss of microor-
ganism biodiversity. These changes concern some charac-
teristic elements of contemporary life (especially in West-
ern countries): urbanization, indiscriminate use of antibi-
otics, the sanitation of living and working environments,
the homologation of food (towards a greater presence of

industrially produced foods), and excessive consumption
of alcohol and tobacco [17]. This diversity loss is asso-
ciated with the development of specific diseases, such as
autoimmune ones, but also has a link with susceptibility to
some infectious diseases [7, 17]. These are very often con-
ditions that are difficult to manage, in the current state of re-
search, given that recovering this biodiversity loss is partic-
ularly challenging, as the studies in ecology, concerning the
extinction and reduction of the number of species, clearly
show [6, 9].

Currently, sanitation, together with physical dis-
tancing and vaccines, is a tool that can hardly be replaced.
However, the tightening of some hygiene measures in the
most varied contexts also constitutes a threat to microbial
diversity that risks being further reduced. In the future,
there are some researchers who believe it is necessary to
rethink, extend and adapt the theoretical-practical assump-
tions related to the hygiene concept to make it more func-
tional to fight pathogens but at the same time not destruc-
tive towards microorganism biodiversity [9, 17]. In order
to achieve this, that is to develop selective models and ap-
proaches, which are capable of containing infectious agents
but which at the same time do not destroy beneficial mi-
croorganisms (which could also constitute a barrier in them-
selves towards their pathogenic counterpart), there is ur-
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gency for an ecological perspective to be imported into the
biomedical sciences [14].

The COVID-19 pandemic seems to have more
clearly shown that some key factors (including those con-
cerning measures to contain the virus spread) such as the
loss of biodiversity, socio-economic inequalities, and the
different possibilities of access to specific health resources,
are as central as the mechanism of viral infection, if not
more than it, in explaining the current situation. This is be-
cause, if we want to answer the question about why the pan-
demic occurred, perhaps the responsibility is not directly of
the virus but of the organization of health systems (espe-
cially in many western countries) and of the global socio-
economic development model [17].

There is no doubt that this COVID-19 pandemic
has been able to hit the currently dominant model of soci-
ety and economy in a disruptive way and at a level, which
has very few precedents in recent history. The inability to
react promptly to this phenomenon, the misplaced security
in the efficiency of the Western systems (defined as “best
health systems in the world”), have been clearly visible dur-
ing 2020. To date, the situation cannot be said to be over.
Luckily, the vaccines’ development (along with other phar-
macological treatments that might be developed in the fu-
ture) would be able to guarantee the end of the acute phase
of the pandemic but it will not solve what is at the phe-
nomenon root, i.e., its ultimate causes. If these causes are
not paid attention to, it is not so unlikely that humanity will
soon find itself facing such an emergency again with the
risk of finding itself unprepared again.

In the particular case of Western countries, the
pandemic has shown all the criticalities not only of the
health model but also of the ideas of economic growth and
development [17].

This translates into taking into consideration the
pandemic in its broader meaning for which it is not just a
medical-health problem.

First of all, this means investing in research that
can shed light on the dynamics with which zoonoses are
possible, not only from the point of view of the spillover
mechanism but also and above all what are the ecosystemic
and socio-economic factors that make them more probable
and more serious. For example, it is now clear that inten-
sive farming, large market centers increase the likelihood of
outbreaks, and that the selective pressures of such contexts
can aggravate the infectious capacity of the pathogens. Fur-
thermore, these farms usually provide for the use of broad-
spectrum antibiotics on livestock that not only impacts the
animal microbiota but in turn translate into a reduced abil-
ity to enrich the human one. These factors must also be
inserted into broader issues concerning the footprint of the
human species on the planet (such as the climate crisis of
anthropogenic origin), which have been shown to have pro-
found consequences on almost all life aspects on earth and
in particular, concerning the food production dimension and

human lifestyle. Unfortunately, these aspects seem to give
an unfavorable direction towards themicrobial richness that
is so essential for human health [9, 14, 17].

9. Conclusions

The COVID-19 pandemic has caught the world off
guard. If on the one hand, the responses to this health emer-
gency have focused on health aspects, it seems necessary to
broaden both the gaze of understanding and the space for in-
tervention, to avoid making the same mistakes in the future.

On the one hand, this is due to changes of a theoret-
ical nature. Current ideas about diseases, infections, what
constitutes a pathogen, are in a phase of progressive revi-
sion due to the ever-increasing research on the symbiotic
and ecosystem dimension, which shows how life forms on
earth are much more connected and in the relationship be-
tween them than previously believed.

Indeed, we have begun to understand the role of
viruses in the evolutionary framework and now it is clear
that the existence of our species is intimately linked to that
of the associated microorganisms that populate our body:
the microbiota. It is now known that the microbiota has
a crucial impact on an ever-increasing number of activi-
ties that affect and determine the host functionality, from
the immune system (including perhaps susceptibility to vac-
cines) to general homeostasis, up to the cognitive dimension
[11, 12, 27, 32].

A greater understanding of these aspects nec-
essarily requires broadening the current perspective in
biomedicine about concepts such as “prevention”, “causal
factors of diseases” and “hygiene”, towards a theoretical
framework that involves, more markedly, the ecological di-
mension. Thus, clinical models that do not yet include these
factors in establishing what health is, and what it means to
be sick are increasingly at risk of being incomplete.

A growing group of experts believes that future re-
sponses to the pandemic can only benefit from these exten-
sions. Furthermore, the studies on the microbiota, which
arise from the encounter of medicine with microbial ecol-
ogy and in the wake of an evolutionary perspective, also
constitute a fruitful field of investigation to include, in an
operational way, some determinants of health that have
been traditionally poorly considered (or even neglected) by
doctors (such as socio-economic factors) [10, 14].

Further development of microbiota studies could
link these factors with greater precision and clinical rele-
vance. Therefore, the hope is that the medicine of the fu-
ture could have both the ability to analyze and the disposal
of preventive measures also on aspects that nowadays con-
cern other investigation fields. With these tools, perhaps,
medicine will also be able to deal with the ultimate causes
of epidemics and not just the proximate ones.
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